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Amid the winter gloom, 2021 finished on a positive note from an 
economic perspective. The growth figures for the UK economy 
and construction surpassed their pre-pandemic levels in Q4. 
This is not to downplay the many pressures that persist. Going 
into 2022, pre-announced rises in energy prices and taxation 
will add to existing disruption from Covid-19, material prices 
and availability issues and labour shortages - all against a 
backdrop of a government fighting to maintain its credibility in 
the face of numerous alleged breaches of lockdown rules. There 
are opportunities for growth but negotiating this landscape will 
require flexibility from clients and delivery teams.
The UK economy has recovered the ground lost during the pandemic. The Office for 
National Statistics (ONS) reports that in November 2021 the economy was 0.7% larger 
than it was in February 2020. The construction industry also experienced an end of 
year uptick in activity, with a surge in new work coinciding with some easing of supply 
chain issues, although we are not out of the woods yet. Many economists believe the 
economy remains fragile and faces headwinds in 2022. While general inflation is set to 
peak in Q2 2022, rises in energy prices and taxation and a projected softening of the 
housing market could hit consumer confidence and therefore economic growth. For 
construction, this reinforces the importance of continued government commitment to 
its infrastructure programme, plans for levelling up and decarbonisation as engines for 
growth. 

Economic overview
In Q3 2021, the ONS estimated UK gross 
domestic product (GDP) increased by 
1.1%, a more modest rise than the 1.5% 
growth in the previous quarter, but part of 
an uptick which seems to have continued 
into Q4 with the November data showing 
a monthly increase of 0.9%. This data 
was released before the emergence 
of the Omicron Covid-19 variant which 
increased staff absent rates from 1% 
to 4%, which according to the Bank of 
England, affected sales, employment 
and investment expectations. New work 
from overseas also dropped for the fourth 

month in a row. This was mirrored in the 
trade deficit data, which showed the UK’s 
net borrowing position with the rest of the 
world widened in Q3 to -4.3% of GDP (it 
was -2.4% in Q2). Halifax reported that 
UK house prices rose by 9.8%, a faster 
rate in 2021 than in any year since 2004. 
The strongest performance was outside 
London. This is expected to ease in 2022 
with possible further interest rate rises. 
Other headwinds include new post-Brexit 
border controls on UK imports which 
come into effect this year. 
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Materials and
commodities costs 
The Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial 
Strategy’s (BEIS) Index of 
Construction Materials Prices 
for ‘all work’ increased by 
22.7% in November 2021, 
compared to November 2020, 
albeit there was no change in 
the month.

Inflation
The Consumer Prices Index (CPI)
rose by 5.4% in the 12 months to 
December 2021, up from 4.2% in 
October [ONS]. The base rate has 
increased for the first time in three 
years and is now at 0.25% [Bank 
of England].

Insolvencies
In the three months to November 
2021, construction sector 
insolvencies rose by 29% 
[Insolvency Service].

Labour costs
Unemployment fell again 
in Q4 2021, decreasing by 
0.4% on the quarter to 4.1%, 
mainly due to the increase in 
part-time work. The number 
of job vacancies, however, 
continue to rise. Construction 
vacancies rose by around 23% 
in the quarter to November 
2021 [ONS]. Site labour rates 
are exceeding general wage 
growth in the medium term.

GDP
UK GDP increased by 0.9% 
in November 2021, taking the 
economy to a level of 0.7% 
above that seen in February 
2020 [ONS].
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Construction output – all work 2010-2021Economic impact 
Inflation
General inflation continues its upward 
trajectory. CPI rose by 5.4% in the 12 
months to December 2021, up from 
4.2% in October [ONS]. Responding to 
this, in December the Bank of England’s 
Monetary Policy Committee elected 
to increase the base rate by 0.15% to 
0.25%, the first, albeit modest, increase 
in more than three years. CPI is forecast 
to peak at 6% around April.

Employment/productivity/
labour
Unemployment fell again in Q4 2021, 
decreasing by 0.4% in the quarter to 
4.1%, mainly due to the increase in 
part-time work. The underlying data, 
however, indicates that many industries, 
including construction, face ongoing 
resource constraints. The number of job 
vacancies in September to November 
2021 showed record highs for most 
sectors. Construction vacancies rose by 
around 23% in the quarter to November 
2021. It remains highly likely that the 
constraints in construction will result 
in site labour rates exceeding general 
wage growth in the medium term.

Sterling
Sterling remains relatively stable against 
both the dollar and euro. The £/dollar 
value is 1.37 and the £/euro value is 
1.20, both broadly as they were in our 
last report.

Construction output
Construction figures for Q4 2021 
showed improvement on previous 
months. ONS figures for the three 
months to November 2021 report total 
construction output is up by 1.6%, with 
new work and repair and maintenance 
also up by similar amounts. The 
November monthly increase of 3.5% 
was the largest since March 2021. The 
indication from surveys conducted by 
ONS is that the general demand for 
work has increased in combination 
with some evidence of supply chain 
bottlenecks easing for certain products. 
The data does, however, suggest 
a certain level of ongoing fragility. 
Infrastructure, private new housing 
and repair and maintenance remain 
the leading sectors driving growth, 
with some other mainstream sectors 
struggling to get traction. As in our last 
report, two-stage hybrid or negotiation 
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Construction output – monthly sector breakdown 
for November 2021  

is dominating procurement, especially on larger-scale projects. Contractors are 
increasingly selective in their bidding. Many of the larger contractors already 
have 75% of their order book filled for 2022. In response to the macroeconomic 
constraints, contractors are looking to place orders as early as possible and lobbying 
for payment of materials off site. Several contractors we surveyed evidenced 
significant increases in lead times and decreases in plant availability in recent 
months. The big risks for them are steel, copper, labour availability, staff retention 
and project viability, with some evidence of projects being delayed or cancelled 
after tendering due to client nervousness. In terms of project pipeline, it’s the same 
picture as seen in Q3. 
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Regional activity
In the South West, there is a strong 
commercial pipeline as well as for 
mixed-use developments and residential 
schemes. Construction at Hinkley Point 
is stepping up, leading to increased 
demand on labour and materials for 
certain trades. In Scotland and Northern 
Ireland, the market is very much public 
sector-driven – schools, healthcare 
and affordable housing projects 
dominate, with the Scottish market also 
experiencing significant private sector 
residential and commercial growth. 
HS2-related work is scaling up going into 
2022 and will increasingly draw in labour 
and materials.  

Materials and 
commodities
Building cost inflation is continuing to 
run above tender prices. The BEIS Index 
of Construction Materials Prices for ‘all 
work’ increased by 22.7% in November 
2021, compared to November 2020, 
albeit there was no change in the 

month. The greatest year-on-year 
price increases have been fabricated 
structural steel (+66.1%), particle board 
(+60.45%) and concrete reinforcing bars 
(+56.6%). From our in-house contractor 
survey, respondents reported price rises 
across the board including ductwork 
(20%), switchgear (10%), carpentry 
and joinery (15%), brickwork (10%), 
steelwork (20%) and mechanical and 
electrical services (12%). The Building 
Cost Information Service (BCIS) 
Materials Cost Index for December 2021 
shows an increase of 18.7%, compared 
with December 2020. The BCIS Plant 
Cost Index for December 2021 shows 
an increase of 12.5%, compared with 
December 2020. 

Near-term economic 
forecast
With an anticipated lifting of Covid-19 
restrictions in February, it is likely we 
will see another economic mini-bounce 
in the spring. It may be short lived if 

consumer confidence is stifled by the 
combined impact of increased energy 
prices and taxation in April. Forecasters, 
however, are still expecting a relatively 
strong 2022. Experian is forecasting a 
GDP growth of 5% in 2022, dropping to 
2% and 1.4% subsequently. They see 
construction growing by 6.8% in 2022 
and by 4.1% in 2023. The strong sectors 
will again be infrastructure, residential 
and public non-residential, with a 
possible increase in the prominence of 
industrial. Based on the interest seen 
in recent months, we also expect a 
significant rise in activity over the next 
12 months around the decarbonisation 
agenda.

The Distillery, a major commercial office development, 
is the first of four phases of the Glassfields site 

redevelopment in Bristol city centre 
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Tender price inflation (TPI) forecasts
Our UK-wide TPI forecasts to 2025 for Q4 2021 remain broadly as Q3 in overall terms, but we have softened some figures 
slightly for 2022 to reflect lower growth expectations but with commensurate increases in allowances in 2023. 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
East Anglia 3.5 4.0 3.5 3.5 3.3

East Midlands 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.3

West Midlands 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.3

North East 3.5 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.0

Yorkshire and the 
Humber 3.5 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.5

North West 4.5 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.5

Northern Ireland 6.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.5

Scotland 5.0 5.0 4.0 3.5 3.5

Central London 4.0 4.5 4.5 3.5 3.5

South East 4.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.5

South West 4.0 4.5 4.0 3.7 3.5

Wales 4.0 4.0 3.5 3.3 3.3

UK weighted average 4.1 4.3 4.1 3.5 3.4

UK TPI forecasts by region (%) Indicative economic data forecast (%) 

Conclusion 
We take the view that the extreme price increases seen this year will peak soon but will take some time to dissipate. While some 
materials will continue to experience price rises (eg bricks, steel and concrete), pressures on other products may lessen as 
supply pressures ease. It feels that 2022 will be the year when we get more on top of living with the ongoing Covid-19 threat, but 
it may take slightly longer for business confidence to fully recover. We continue to expect a sustained period of above-average 
TPI over the forecast period. From our contractor survey, we anticipate that price inflation in the infrastructure sector could now 
be running 2% to 3% higher than general price inflation, where competitive tenders are being sought. The infrastructure sector 
has been acutely affected by several external factors, including supply and labour shortages due to HS2, as well as Covid-19 
and Brexit. There is still very high demand for limited resources which will continue to drive prices higher. There is greater risk in 
the lead-in periods to obtain some products – lime, cement, timber and steel being causes for concern. Because of the nature of 
the work, the infrastructure sector is also strongly exposed to the impact of tax legislation changes, such as IR35 and obligations 
such as the Emissions Trading Scheme for CO2 and the resultant carbon tax.
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